JAWSOME SHARK RESCUE GAME
by Everett Taylor

OBJECT OF THE GAME:

"Rescue" a shark by hitting a target that is the correct matching shark to the one you randomly
pull out of the jar.

MATERIALS:

Shark Spot Markers (download pdf file on
LivingPorpoisefully.com)
a toss toy (bean bag, paper airplane, or rolled up
sock ball)
tape
10-12 household items that a toss toy can hit

PREP:

plastic shark set (Wild Republic OR Safari)
OR Shark Cards (download pdf file)
jar or container to put the plastic sharks or
shark cards into
long piece of rope or ribbon
"Jawsome Sharks" infographic & video on
LivingPorpoisefully.com

1. Print the Shark Spot Markers pdf file that goes with the shark set you have (if using) and cut out the spot
markers. If you don't have a plastic shark set, print and cut out the Shark Cards pdf file.
2. Attach the spot markers with tape to various target items that a bean bag (or other item) can hit. We
suggest using beach-themed items you have, such as a bucket, beach towel, hula hoop, flip flops, etc. (see
setup illustration for more ideas).
3. Disperse the items in the play area, at a distance challenging enough for the kids.
4. Place a piece of rope, ribbon, etc. on the floor as the line that kids must stay behind to throw.
5. Place either the plastic sharks or the small shark cards into a jar or container that kids can reach their hand
into to randomly pick one out when it's their turn.
6. Review our "Jawsome Sharks" video & infographic (on LivingPorpoisefully.com) and use it to help teach kids
about shark diversity, why sharks are important & in danger, and how to help.

HOW TO PLAY:

1. Decide the order of who goes first (youngest, oldest, tallest, roll a die). Also decide if you wish to award
another turn after a successful turn.
2. When it's your turn, without looking, randomly pick a shark out of the jar (toy or small card).
3. Look for the matching shark target in the play area. TIP: The name of the plastic shark is on its underside.
4. Stand behind the line (rope or ribbon) and throw the bean bag at your shark target. If you hit it, you:
1)read the cool fact on the spot marker for others to hear, and 2)rescue that shark from the jar and set the
plastic shark or card aside in your pile. If you missed the target, the shark goes back into the jar and your
turn is over.
5. Continue to play until all the sharks have been collected. If you choose to indicate a winner, the one with the
most sharks collected wins.

SWIM over to Amazon.com to find Everett Taylor's books!
For classroom or home use only. For other uses, contact the author at the website below.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SETUP:

Use items you have around
the house to use as targets.
Examples include:
bucket
hula hoop
beach chair
flip flops
beach towel
hat
cardboard box

EXTENSIONS:
There are many different
ways to mix things up and
keep the fun going! Some
ideas are:
1. Use the small shark cards
by themselves to play a
matching game with the
plastic sharks.
2. Print two copies of the
small shark cards to play
a memory game.
3. Make it more challenging
by awarding points for
hitting targets of different
difficulty levels.
4. If you have enough
players, make teams to
encourage good
sportsmanship and
teamwork.
5. In the classroom, use the
spot markers on the floor
or wall to help students
line up or sit for circle
time.
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